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1. Overview 

Ericsson Cloud Software Defined Networking (SDN) solution automates and controls network 
connectivity within data centers. 

The Ericsson Cloud SDN provides an overlay network connectivity for the network functions 
within a data center. Service Providers can use this product to setup logical overlay networks 
within the data center, automating network service provisioning and optimizing the use of their 
data center compute and networking investments. 

1.1 Scope 

This document describes the installation and configuration of the Ericsson Cloud SDN fuel 
plugin and software using Mirantis Fuel 8.0. The Ericsson Cloud SDN offering includes the 
following components: 

 Cloud SDN Controller (CSC) 
 Cloud SDN Switch (CSS) 
 SRIOV-Install Plugin 

CSC (Cloud SDN Controller)-Install Plugin 

The CSC-install plugin provides a Fuel automated approach to deploy Ericsson Cloud SDN 
controller using Mirantis OS 8.0. The CSC is hosted on a collection of 5 VMs (2 System 
Controller VMs and 3 Pay Load VMs) which contain the required Operating System and 
middleware for ODL based SDN controller to function. It is also responsible for providing 
components to enable carrier grade solution.  
 

The plugin will provide the following capabilities 

 Enable configuration of the CSC via the GUI 

 Deploy the CSC VMs automatically 

 Install CSC software on the VMs 

 Configure MOS 8.0 components such as HA-Proxy and Pace maker for load balancing 

CSS (Cloud SDN Switch) -install Plugin 

CSS a Openvswitch based Ericsson offering to replace OVSes on the compute hosts. The CSS 

plugin deploys the switch on all the connected compute blades in an automated fashion. The 

plugin provides the following capabilities 

 Enable configuration of the CSS via the GUI (Graphical Usage Interface) 

 Deploy the dependencies of the CSS on the compute blades and controller nodes 

 Install CSS on the compute blades 
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SRIOV-Install Plugin 

The SR-IOV plugin is responsible for configuring a set of NICs attached to various compute 

blades to operate in SR-IOV mode (instead of the DPDK mode). The plugin provides the 

following capabilities 

 Enable configuration of the NICs that need SR-IOV mode  

 Deployment of SR-IOV configuration on the controller nodes 

 Deployment of SR-IOV configuration on the compute blades 

1.2 Target Audience 

This document is meant to serve as an installation and initial configuration 
guide for site installation personnel. The installation personnel must have good 
knowledge of the following areas: 
 
• Linux system administration 
• General networking 

 

2. Key Terms, Acronyms, and Abbreviations  

 

Terms, Acronyms, and 
Abbreviations 

Definition 

BGP Border Gateway Protocol 

CSC Cloud SDN Controller 

CSS Cloud SDN Switch 

DC Data Center 

DC-GW Data Center Gateway 

Fuel plug-in  
Enables to install and configure additional capabilities 

for the cloud. 

MOS Mirantis OpenStack ® 

SR-IOV Single-Root Input/Output Virtualization 

VLAN Virtual Local Area Network 

SDN Software Defined Networking 
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3. Requirements 

3.1 Hardware Requirements 

Dell PowerEdge R630 

3.2 Software Requirements 

 

Ericsson Cloud SDN Plugin 

Plugin Name File name format Download Option 

CSC Fuel Plug-in ERIC-FUEL-PLUGINS-CSC-CXP9029685_16-R1A.tar.gz Fuel Plugins catalog 

SR-IOV Fuel Plug-in ERIC-FUEL-PLUGINS-SR-IOV-CXP9029686_16-R1A.tar.gz Fuel Plugins catalog 

CSS Fuel Plug-in ERIC-FUEL-PLUGINS-CSS-CXP9029684_16-R1A.tar.gz Fuel Plugins catalog 

      

Ericsson Cloud SDN Packages 

Package Name File name format Download Option 

CSC Configuration 
Package ENV_CONFIG-CXP9027038_16-R5A.tar.gz 

To be Obtained 
from Ericsson 

CSC E-ODL 
Deployment Package ERIC-ODL-CXP9025009_16-R14F.tar.gz 

To be Obtained 
from Ericsson 

Quagga Deployment 
Package ERIC-QBGP-CXP9027631_16-R13C.tar.gz 

To be Obtained 
from Ericsson 

      

Dependency Packages 

Package Name File name format Download Option 

Yaml Files campaigns.yaml, css_ext.yaml, sriov.yaml 
To be Obtained 
from Ericsson 

Qemu / Libvirt None (To Be Obtained from Open Source repository) None 

Seabios, cgroup-bin, 
cgroup-lite, 
libcgroup1,libxen-
dev,libsys-virt-perl 

 
None (To Be Obtained from Open Source repository) 
 

None 
 
 

Note: The names of the css_ext.yaml and sriov.yaml files are optional. You can have the .yaml 
file names of your choice. The two .yaml files are chosen to be included in the Fuel GUI. 

 

 

 

https://www.mirantis.com/validated-solution-integrations/fuel-plugins/
https://www.mirantis.com/validated-solution-integrations/fuel-plugins/
https://www.mirantis.com/validated-solution-integrations/fuel-plugins/
https://www.ericsson.com/contact
https://www.ericsson.com/contact
https://www.ericsson.com/contact
https://www.ericsson.com/contact
https://www.ericsson.com/contact
https://www.ericsson.com/contact
https://www.ericsson.com/contact
https://www.ericsson.com/contact
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4. Installing Ericsson Cloud SDN 
 

This section describes how to install the Cloud SDN software. The installation process flowchart 
is shown in the following figure 
 

 

4.1 Prerequisites 
 

o The network shared by Fuel and the nodes where OpenStack is to be deployed needs to be 
untagged (i.e. no VLAN tag to be used for node discovery) 

o Mirantis Fuel 8.0 installed in a Virtual Machine (VM) or bare metal 

o All the nodes of the future environment are discovered and functional. 

o The Fuel node needs to have at least 100 GB of free disk space in "/var" file system to store 
the Ericsson Cloud SDN and dependency packages. 
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o BGP Plugin 8.0 installed in the Fuel Master node. For more information, refer to Reference 
[3] 

o Switches that communicate with the CSC nodes need to have VLAN forwarding for the CSC 
networks 

4.2 Installing Cloud SDN 
To install Ericsson Cloud SDN plugin, perform the following steps: 

1. Download the Ericsson Cloud SDN Plugins from the Fuel Plugins Catalog 
2. Download the Ericsson Cloud SDN and dependency packages 
3. Log into Fuel Master node CLI as root and create a directory CloudSDN_Install under 

/tmp 
4. Copy Ericsson Cloud SDN Plug-ins and Ericsson Cloud SDN packages to the Fuel 

Master node:  

scp ERIC-FUEL-PLUGINS-CSC-CXP9029685_16-R1A.tar.gz<user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp ERIC-FUEL-PLUGINS-SR-IOV-CXP9029686_16-R1A.tar.gz <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp ERIC-FUEL-PLUGINS-CSS-CXP9029684_16-R1A.tar.gz  <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp ENV_CONFIG-CXP9027038_16-R5A.tar.gz <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp ERIC-JDK-CXP9025110_3-R5A.tar.gz  <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp ERIC-ODL-CXP9025009_16-R14F.tar.gz <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp ERIC-QBGP-CXP9027631_16-R13C.tar.gz <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 

5. Copy the dependency Packages to the Fuel Master node:  

scp qemu-kvm_2.2+dfsg-5expubuntu9.7~cloud5_amd64.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>  
scp qemu-system-common_2.2+dfsg-5expubuntu9.7~cloud5_amd64.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp qemu-system-x86_2.2+dfsg-5expubuntu9.7~cloud5_amd64.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp qemu-utils_2.2+dfsg-5expubuntu9.7~cloud5_amd64.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp libvirt-bin_1.2.12-0ubuntu14.4~cloud1_amd64.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp libvirt-doc_1.2.12-0ubuntu14.4~cloud1_all.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp libvirt0_1.2.12-0ubuntu14.4~cloud1_amd64.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp seabios_1.7.5-1+syseleven1_all.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp cgroup-bin_0.38-1ubuntu2_amd64.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp cgroup-lite_1.9_all.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp libcgroup1_0.38-1ubuntu2_amd64.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp libxen-dev_4.4.2-0ubuntu0.14.04.6_amd64.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
scp libsys-virt-perl_2.0.0-1_amd64.deb <user>@<host>:/tmp/<CloudSDN_Install> 
 
 

6. Extract the Ericsson Cloud SDN Plugins and Ericsson Cloud SDN packages:  

tar xzvf ERIC-FUEL-PLUGINS-CSC-CXP9029685_16-R1A.tar.gz 
tar xzvf ERIC-FUEL-PLUGINS-SR-IOV-CXP9029686_16-R1A.tar.gz 
tar xzvf ERIC-FUEL-PLUGINS-CSS-CXP9029684_16-R1A.tar.gz   
tar xzvf ENV_CONFIG-CXP9027038_16-R5A.tar.gz 
tar xzvf ERIC-JDK-CXP9025110_3-R5A.tar.gz  
tar xzvf ERIC-ODL-CXP9025009_16-R14F.tar.gz 
tar xzvf ERIC-QBGP-CXP9027631_16-R13C.tar.gz 
 
 

7. Install the Ericsson Cloud SDN plugins:  
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fuel plugins --install /tmp/CloudSDN_Install/opendaylight-1.0-1.0.4-1.noarch.rpm 
fuel plugins --install /tmp/CloudSDN_Install/fuel-plugin-css-1.0-1.0.9-1.noarch.rpm 
fuel plugins --install /tmp/CloudSDN_Install/fuel-plugin-sriov- sriov-1.0-1.0.0-1.noarch.rpm 
 
Note: ERIC-FUEL-PLUGINS-CSC package contains opendaylight plugin rpm inside 

The output similar to the following example is displayed after a successful installation. 

Plugin <plugin-name-version>.rpm was successfully installed. 

8. For CSC plugin, copy CSC packages to the Fuel Master node as follows: 

 For QCOWs: 

[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/*.qcow2  
/var/www/nailgun/plugins/opendaylight-<version>/artifacts 

 For SDPs: 

[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/*.sdp  
/var/www/nailgun/plugins/opendaylight-<version>/artifacts/sdps 

 For campaigns.yaml: 

[root@fuel ~]# mv campaigns.yaml  
/var/www/nailgun/plugins/opendaylight-<version>/artifacts/sdps 
 
A typical result is as follows: 
[root@fuel ~]# ls -alFh -R /var/www/nailgun/plugins/opendaylight-1.0/artifacts 
 
total 2.9G 
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 4.0K Jul  7 17:45 ./ 
drwxr-xr-x 6 root root 4.0K Jul  5 19:35 ../ 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root  81M Jul  7 17:44 PL-3.qcow2 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root  81M Jul  7 17:37 PL-4.qcow2 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root  81M Jul  7 17:44 PL-5.qcow2 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 2.6G Jul  7 17:45 SC-1.qcow2 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 194K Jul  7 17:44 SC-2.qcow2 
drwxr-xr-x 2 root root 4.0K Jul  7 17:48 sdps/ 
 
[root@fuel ~]# ls -alFh -R /var/www/nailgun/plugins/opendaylight-1.0/artifacts/sdps 
 
total 473M 
drwxr-xr-x 2 root root 4.0K Jul  7 17:48 ./ 
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 4.0K Jul  7 17:45 ../ 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root  368 Jul  7 17:48 campaigns.yaml 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 158M Jul  7 17:46 ERIC-JDK-CXP9025110_1-R1A02.sdp 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 1.5K Jul  7 17:46 ERIC-JDK_PL-I1-2SCx8PL.sdp 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 313M Jul  7 17:46 ERIC-ODL-CXP9025009_1-R160255000030.sdp 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 2.4M Jul  7 17:46 ERIC-ODL-InstCamp_R160255000030.sdp 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 7.9K Jul  7 17:46 ERIC-ODL-RU_Camp_R160255000030.sdp 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 7.0K Jul  7 17:46 ERIC-ODL-SU_Camp_R160255000030.sdp 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 1.1M Jul  7 17:46 ERIC-QBGP-CXP9027631_4-R160255000031.sdp 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 3.7K Jul  7 17:46 ERIC-QBGP-InstCamp_R160255000031.sdp 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 2.5K Jul  7 17:46 ERIC-QBGP-RU_Camp_R160255000031.sdp 
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 2.5K Jul  7 17:46 ERIC-QBGP-SU_Camp_R160255000031.sdp 

 

Note:   
 
The campaigns.yaml file indicates which campaigns are executed out of all the ones that are provided. It 
is recommended to have a directory with all the bundles and campaigns (including update and removal 
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campaigns), but only execute the installation campaigns. This can be achieved using this file. An example 
of the content of the campaigns.yaml is as follows: 
 
# campaigns.yaml 
# 
# This configuration file lists the campaigns that will 
# be executed in the CBA environment. 
# 
# campaigns: list of strings. Every campaign that is  
# indicated here will be 
# executed. The same order in which campaigns are written  
# indicates execution order. 
# 
campaigns: 
  - 'ERIC-ODL-InstCamp_R160252000031' 
  - 'ERIC-QBGP-InstCamp_R160252000029' 

 Copy qemu/libvirt packages: 

[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/libcgroup1_0.38-1ubuntu2_amd64.deb /var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-plugin-css-
1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/cgroup-bin_0.38-1ubuntu2_amd64.deb /var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-plugin-css-
1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/cgroup-lite_1.9_all.deb /var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-plugin-css-
1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/seabios_1.7.5-1+syseleven1_all.deb /var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-plugin-css-
1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/qemu-system-x86_2.2+dfsg-5expubuntu9.7~cloud5_amd64.deb 
/var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-plugin-css-1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/qemu-utils_2.2+dfsg-5expubuntu9.7~cloud5_amd64.deb /var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-
plugin-css-1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/qemu-kvm_2.2+dfsg-5expubuntu9.7~cloud5_amd64.deb /var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-
plugin-css-1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/qemu-system-common_2.2+dfsg-5expubuntu9.7~cloud5_amd64.deb 
/var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-plugin-css-1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/libxen-dev_4.4.2-0ubuntu0.14.04.6_amd64.deb /var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-plugin-
css-1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/libvirt0_1.2.12-0ubuntu14.4~cloud1_amd64.deb /var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-plugin-
css-1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/libvirt-doc_1.2.12-0ubuntu14.4~cloud1_all.deb /var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-plugin-
css-1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/libvirt-bin_1.2.12-0ubuntu14.4~cloud1_amd64.deb /var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-
plugin-css-1.0/artifacts/dependencies 
[root@fuel ~]# mv /tmp/<CloudSDN_Install>/libsys-virt-perl_2.0.0-1_amd64.deb /var/www/nailgun/plugins/fuel-plugin-css-
1.0/artifacts/dependencies 

9. For CSS plug-in, an additional configuration file css_ext.yaml is needed, which has to be 
uploaded using the fuel dashboard. The following example shows the CSS configuration 
file:  

# The expected format of this file is as follows: 
# 
# nodes is a list. Each element of the list is named with # the MAC identifier 
# of the node, e.g. "AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:FF" 
# 
# Each node must contain the following parameters: 
# 
# pci_devices: PCI NICs that will be used for [DPDK], as shown by lspci -D 
# dpdk_ports: names of the ports used for [DPDK] 
# lag_ports: indicates if [DPDK] ports are in a Link Aggregation Group.  
  "yes" if there is 2 or more PCI devices and "no" if there is only one PCI device. 
# bridge_private_ip: unique IP address for CSS 
# bridge_private_mask: mask of the network in which CSS private IP is located 
# subnets: networks that CSS might need to reach (e.g. DCGW network) 
# subnet_mask: network masks for the previous networks 
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# subnet_gwateway: gateway IPs used to reach the previous networks 
 
"01:02:03:AB:CD:EF": 
  pci_devices: ["0000.00.03.0", "0000.00.08.0"] 
  dpdk_ports: [dpdk0, dpdk1] 
  lag_ports: "yes" 
  bridge_private_ip: 192.168.0.3 
  bridge_private_mask: 255.255.255.0 
  subnets: [10.20.30.40, 10.20.30.60] 
  subnet_masks: [24, 24] 
  subnet_gateway: [10.20.30.41, 10.20.30.61] 
"52:54:00:2a:60:ee":  
  pci_devices: ["0000.00.03.0", "0000.00.04.0"] 
  dpdk_ports: [dpdk0, dpdk1] 
  lag_port: "yes" 
  bridge_private_ip: 192.168.0.4 
  bridge_private_mask: 255.255.255.0 
  subnets: [10.20.30.40, 10.20.30.60] 
  subnet_masks: [255.255.255.0, 32] 
  subnet_gateway: [10.20.30.41, 10.20.30.61] 

10. As an option, for SR-IOV plug-in, an additional configuration file sriov.yaml is needed, which 
has to be uploaded using the fuel dashboard. The following example shows the SR-IOV 
configuration file:  

# The expected format of this file is as follows: 
# 
# vendors is a list of strings. Each element of the list # is the PCI identifier 
# for the supported device, e.g. "XXXX:YYYY" 
# iface_mappings is a list of dictionaries. Each  
# dictionary must have two mandatory keys:  
# 'mac', which specifies the MAC address of the device to be configured for SRIOV, and  
#'net', which identifies the network where the device is attached (e.g. "physnet1") 
vendors: ["XXXX:YYYY","1234:5678"] 
iface_mappings: 
  - mac: "52:54:00:3c:cd:7d" 
    net: "physnet_example0" 
 

4.2.1 Create Environment Using Fuel 

To create the environment using the Fuel User Interface (UI), do the following: 

1. Launch the Fuel UI to create a new environment and log on. 
2. Click the New OpenStack Environment icon on the Fuel UI. The Create a new 

OpenStack environment window appears. 
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3. In the Name and Release pane, perform the following actions:  
a. In the Name field, enter the name.  
b. In the OpenStack Release drop-down list, choose the release for the environment, 

and then click Next.  

Note:  This release supports only Ubuntu (or Debian based distributions) environment. 

4. In the Compute pane, select the hypervisor check box, and then click Next. (For example, 
QEMU-KVM hypervisor.) 

5. In the Networking Setup pane, choose Neutron with tunneling segmentation (Virtual 
eXtended Local Area Network (VXLAN)), and then click Next. 

6. In the Storage Backends pane, choose the Block Storage and then click Next. (For 
example, LVM.) 

7. On the Finish page, click Create. 

The environment is created. 

4.2.2  Configure and Deploy the Environment 

This section describes how to configure the environment that has just been created. 

After you created the OpenStack environment, click the icon corresponding to that environment. 
Fuel displays a set of configuration tabs to be used to finish configuring the environment, as 
shown in Table below: 

Step No Description 

1 Topology Overview 

2 Network Settings 

3 Selecting Plugins 

4 Compute Settings 

5 Adding Nodes to the Environment 

6 Assign Roles to Each Node Server 

7 Customize Disk Partition 

8 Verify Networks 

9 Deploy Changes 

http://calstore.internal.ericsson.com/alexserv?ID=729&DB=142563-en_lzn7640043_1_p3c.alx&FN=1_1531-HSD101048_1Uen.PA17.html#tbl-ConfigurationSteps
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4.2.2.1 Topology Overview 

 

Integration of CSC into MOS environment 

 
The solution consists of two OAM (SCs) VMs that are responsible for the configuration, high-
availability, software management etc. of the CSC and a number of ODL VMs (PLs) that are 
responsible for the actual CSC application. These VMs share the hardware with the vCIC 
(virtual Cloud Infrastructure Controller) vCIC is a virtualized deployment of Openstack 
components. The hardware blade on which all the components are deployed is called Cloud 
Infrastructure Controller (CIC). 
 
The CIC is installed with host operating system Ubuntu 14.04. On top of it, the KVM hypervisor 
and the Cloud SDN Switch (CSS) are installed for providing virtualization and network 
connectivity. CSS is used to create 4 bridges on each blade to provide connectivity to 4 logical 
networks described below. These networks are isolated by any standard L2 isolation technology 
such as VLAN/vXLAN.  
 
An internal network is used to manage communication between all the VMs (both ODL and 
OAM VMs). This platform uses the internal network to determine node availability, cluster 
membership, configuration replication, etc. E-ODL application uses the internal network to 
replicate the configuration and operation data stores (in memory data stores maintaining the 
configuration and operational state respectively). E-ODL also uses the internal network to 
communicate with the BGP stack (QBGP) that is also installed in the payload nodes. 
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Two application networks (North Bound and South Bound) are supported on the ODL VMs. The 
North Bound interface is used to receive configuration from the Openstack and Ericsson Cloud 
Manager (ECM). In solutions such as virtual Enterprise Gateway (vEGW) that uses a 
combination of both Openstack and BBSC, BBSC, ECM and Openstack are connected to the 
North Bound network.  
The south bound network connects the ODL to the open flow switches. This network is used by 
E-ODL to program the OF switches, receive faults, notifications, etc. from the switches. On the 
same network, QBGP peers with DC-GW for exchanging routing information using BGP.  
 
An OAM network is used to connect the OAM VMs to the management plane. This network will 
be used for FCAPS purposes. 
 
Fuel application is used to install and manage Openstack and CSC components. It establishes 
connectivity to the controller and compute blades via a separate management channel.  
 
All applications (Openstack, BBSC, ECM, DC-GW, CLI configuration) communicate with CSC 
through a virtual IP (VIP) address. The VIP is advertised by ha-proxy component of Openstack. 
Internally, the traffic is either  

 load-balanced across the CSC instances when the service is deployed in N-way active 
mode  

 or steered towards the active CSC instance whenever the service is deployed in 
active/standby mode.  

 
CSS is also installed on the compute blades (not shown in the figure) to forward data packets 
between tenant VMs. 

4.2.2.2 Network Settings 

Use the Network Settings tab to notify Fuel about the network hardware that is 
configured, as shown in Figure. Change the network settings for the public network to 
reflect the topology. 

http://calstore.internal.ericsson.com/alexserv?ID=729&DB=142563-en_lzn7640043_1_p3c.alx&FN=1_1531-HSD101048_1Uen.PA17.html#fig-NetworkSettings
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4.2.2.3 Selecting Plugins 

The Settings tab allows to select the plug-ins that are used for the system, as shown in Figure. 

 

 

http://calstore.internal.ericsson.com/alexserv?ID=729&DB=142563-en_lzn7640043_1_p3c.alx&FN=1_1531-HSD101048_1Uen.PA17.html#fig-SelectingPlug-ins
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To select plug-ins, do the following: 

1. Click the Settings tab. 
2. In the General pane, select the following plug-ins:  

a. CSC - Update the configuration details as shown in the following figures. 
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b. CSS  - The CSS plug-in requires you to add the css_ext.yaml and upload it using 
the Fuel dashboard. 
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c. SR-IOV (optional) The SR-IOV plug-in requires you to add the sriov.yaml and 
upload it using the Fuel dashboard. 

 

1. In the Other pane, select the BGPVPN plug-in. (VPN stands for Virtual Private Network) 
2. Click Save Settings. 
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4.2.2.4 Selecting Plugins 

 

 

 

4.2.2.5 Adding Nodes to the Environment 

A node is a physical or virtual server that is provisioned to run a specific set of OpenStack 
services and Cloud SDN services. 

The initial screen shows the total number of nodes that have been discovered in your 
environment and the number of nodes that are unallocated, as seen in figure below. Click the 
Add nodes button to add nodes to the environment: 
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4.2.2.6 Assign Roles to Each Node Server 

A role is a functional set of services that Fuel installs as a whole on a node, usually in its own 
disk partition. 

The first screen that is displayed has a list of roles at the top and a list of unallocated nodes at 
the bottom, as seen in Figure. 

To assign roles, do the following: 

1. Select the role or roles you want to assign; roles that cannot be assigned are 
indicated. 

2. Click the appropriate node(s) in the Unallocated Nodes list. 
3. Click Apply Changes. 
4. Proceed to do this until roles have been assigned to all nodes. 

As you make your selections, Fuel displays an icon (a gold triangle with an exclamation 
point) next to roles that are not allowed. It also indicates other environment settings that are 
required. 
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As per the recommended network deployment, the following table shows the nodes and roles that 
you can have in your system. 

Node Roles 

Node 1 Controller, CSC for SC-1, PL-3 

Node 2 Controller, CSC for SC-2, PL-4 

Node 3 Controller, CSC for PL-5 

Node 4 Compute 

SC VMs represent the System Controller or OAM VMs that are responsible for the management of 
the entire cluster. They are responsible for Installation, Software Management, FCAPS, High 
Availability etc. Two such VMs are provided and deployed on two different blades for high-
availability of the OAM VMs.  

PL VMs represent the Payload VMs (or ODL VMs). These VMs are booted from the OAM VMs and 
are responsible for the application (CSC & QBGP). Three ODL VMs (named PL-3, PL-4 and PL-5) 
are deployed on 3 blades for high-availability.  
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4.2.2.7 Customize Disk Partition 

Fuel allocates some reasonable amount of disk space for each role that is assigned to a node. 
To modify this allocation, do the following, as shown in Figure: 

1. Select the controller node and then click the Configure Disk button in the Nodes tab. The 
Configure Disk screen appears. 

2. Click on the bar for a disk. 
3. Type in the amount of space (in MB) you want to allocate. 
4. Click Apply. 

 

Make sure that the space defined in the Base System partition is enough to meet at least the 
following requirements: 

Controller Node Recommended Disk Size 

Node 1 (CSC for SC-1 PL-3) 100 GB 

Node 2 (CSC for SC-2 PL-4) 170 GB 

Node 3 (CSC for PL-5) 100 GB 
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4.2.2.8 Verify Networks 

When you have applied all your information to the Network Settings screen, click the Verify 
Networks button at the bottom of the screen, as shown in Figure. This checks and confirms the 
network configuration. 

 

 

4.2.2.9 Deploy Changes 

To deploy changes, do the following: 

1. If you are satisfied with the configuration, click the Deploy Changes button in the 
Dashboard tab. The screen capture in Figure below is displayed to summarize the 
configuration modifications made. 

2. Click Deploy. 
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4.3 Verify Ericsson Cloud SDN Plugin Installation 

To verify the Ericsson Cloud SDN Plugin installation, execute the command 'fuel plugins' from 
the Fuel Master node. An output similar to below should be displayed. 

[root@fuel ~]# fuel plugins 

id | name              | version | package_version 

---|-------------------|---------|---------------- 

1  | bgpvpn            | 0.8.0   | 3.0.0 

2  | opendaylight      | 1.0.0   | 4.0.0 

3  | fuel-plugin-css   | 1.0.0   | 4.0.0 

4  | fuel-plugin-sriov | 1.0.0   | 4.0.0 
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4.3.1 L3VPN - Use case 

The CSC supports L3VPN forwarding and uses the Ericsson-enhanced version of MP-
BGP from the Quagga routing stack which runs as an application on CSC and interfaces with 
the VPN Manager that provides the routes configured through OpenStack. It also peers with a 
route-reflector or the DC-GW to learn routes from the Wide Area Network (WAN). FIB service 
maintains the forwarding state that is the association of route with adjacency for each Virtual 
Routing and Forwarding (VRF) function, and forwards it to the CSS as OF rules. MP-
BGP service and FIB service both put together constitutes the L3VPN service. 
 

Setup-Preconfiguration:- 

 ITM Tunnel endpoints (VXLAN) between CSSs are configured and operational via CSC 
CLI 

 BGP-Server on CSC(quagga)is started and configured with BGP neighbor (on DCGW) 
peering established via CSC CLI 

 GRE external Tunnel endpoints are provisioned between CSSs and the DCGW through 
REST interface on CSC 

 Neutron Networks and Subnets (network1/subnet1(10.1.1.0/24), 
network2/subnet2(10.2.2.0/24) are configured via Horizon UI 

 Neutron Router (router1) is created and associated with the subnet1 and subnet2 via OS 
CLI 

 4 VMs (2 VMs per network) are launched via Horizon UI 
 BGP L3VPN (VPN-Blue)is created and associated to router1 via OS CLI 

Test-Scenarios:- 

 VM to VM reachability across networks(network1 & network2) and across CSSs via ITM 
(VXLAN) tunnels 

 VM to DCGW reachability via MPLS/GRE Tunnels 
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(Pre-configured Setup) 

 

Configuration Verification on CSC CLI 

>display app-status 
>display all-dpns 
>display tep-show-state 
>display NeutronPorts 
>display bgp-config 
>display routing IP bgp summary 
>display fib 
>display vpn-config 

 

Configuration Verification on OS CLI 
# neutron net-list 
# neutron subnet-list 
# neutron port-list 
# neutron router-list 
# neutron router-port-list <router-name> 
# neutron bgpvpn-list 
# nova list 
# nova hypervisor-list 
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CSC Health Check commands 

 
 Log in to SC-1 or SC-2 VM from any CSC hosts ‘ssh SC-1’ or ‘ssh SC-2’ 

(password:rootroot) 

 From SC VM prompt run below commands, ‘drbd-command’ to ensure that the SC nodes 
are connected as primary/secondary and up-to-date. ‘tipc-conig –n’ to check if the CSC 
cluster VMs are up and reachable via internal network    

 
 Access CSC COM CLI from SC Prompt using command ‘/opt/com/bin/cliss’ 

 From CLI prompt run command ‘display app-status’ 
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5. Troubleshooting 

This section offers troubleshooting advices for the most common problems that can develop 
during the Ericsson Cloud SDN plugin installation. 

CSC, CSS and BGPVPN provide no special logging to examine during installation, to debug 
problems. Instead, use the standard logging files, particularly log file /var/log/puppet.log at every 
node to find and troubleshoot problems during the installation. A number of logs are available to 
help you understand and troubleshoot the OpenStack environment. For more information, refer 
to Mirantis 

For more information, refer to Mirantis Troubleshooting Guide, Reference [2]. 

5.1 Fuel Node Logs 

The following subsections provide details on logs to be used for troubleshooting. 

Fuel node provides several logs to examine the installation process. The most important log is 
Astute, as shown in Figure. It can be accessed through the Graphical User Interface (GUI) or 
through the console in /var/log/docker-logs/astute/astute.log. 

 

Other logs can also be selected in the Fuel node dropdown menu, as shown in Figure below: 

https://docs.mirantis.com/openstack/fuel/fuel-8.0/operations.html#troubleshooting
http://calstore.internal.ericsson.com/alexserv?ID=729&DB=142563-en_lzn7640043_1_p3c.alx&FN=1_1531-HSD101048_1Uen.PA17.html#fig-TypeofLogs
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5.2 Nodes Logs 

CSC, CSS, and BGPVPN provide no special logging to examine during installation, to debug 
problems. Instead, use the standard logging files, particularly log file /var/log/puppet.log at every 
node to find and troubleshoot problems during the installation. These log files can be selected 
through the GUI as show below 

 

5.3 Node Interface Configuration 

One of the most common mistakes relates to the node interface configuration (Screen shot 
below) Check if the network traffic goes through the correct interface. Remember to assign 
different interfaces for public and private Fuel networks for each node (Controller or Compute). 
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5.4 NTP Address List 

If you find Network Time Protocol (NTP) related errors, assign the Fuel master IP as NTP 
server, as below 
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5.5 Deployment Failure 

When deployment fails for a node, you need to reset the environment, even though the 
deployment stops with the first node. Refer Figure below. 

 

To solve this issue, select the Reset Environment button, as shown in Figure 
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5.6 Connectivity Loss after Reboot 

The HA Proxy Pacemaker resource does not necessarily initialize the appropriate network 
resources after a node reboot, resulting in connectivity loss from the HA Proxy to the CBA VMs 
and from other nodes to the HA Proxy. After connectivity is restored, the HA Proxy retries the 
connections to the CBA VMs until connectivity is restored. Following a reboot on a controller 
node, the local p_haproxy resource must be restarted using the following pair of commands: 

 
• root@node-1:~# crm resource stop p_haproxy 

• root@node-1:~# crm resource start p_haproxy 

Otherwise the haproxy_vip_{nbi,sbi,mgt} floating IP resources suffer a cyclic restart. If the 
p_haproxy resource is not running, the result similar to the following is shown: 

root@node-1:~# crm resource status p_haproxy 

resource p_haproxy is NOT running 

If the p_haproxy resource is running, the result similar to the following is shown: 
root@node-1:~# crm resource status p_haproxy 

resource p_haproxy is running on: node-2.domain.tld 

6. Limitations 
 

 The plugin has been validated with MOS 8.0 only. Upgrade of MOS 8.0 environment is not 
supported  

 CSS supports only DPDK based deployments. Hence, if the CSS restarts, the VMs attached 
the CSS will be automatically rebooted so as to establish the connection to the CSS vNICs. 
This would be fixed in a coming release 

 CSS upgrade is not supported 

 Modifying env (removing and adding controller nodes) is not supported. CSC plugin expects 
all three controller Hosts to be deployed, up and running for the CSC to remain functional 
hence removing the controller host is not supported 

7. Release Notes 
o Initial release of the plugin 

o Support for MOS 8.0 
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